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THE DEVIATION OF MUDHIL, MR. SOLOMON

Rasulullah (Sallalahu alayhi wasallam) said

“Verily, I fear for my Ummah the aimmah mushilleen.”

Aimmah Mudhilleen refer to the molvis, sheikhs, imams and scholars for dollars who utilize the
Deen as a front for the acquisition of this world’s carrion. Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam)
said:
“This dunya is jeefah (carrion).” Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi
wasallam) had the greatest fear for the ulama-e-soo’ for they are the agents of Iblees who
mislead the ignorant masses along the path to Jahannam.

A Concerned Brother writes about one such mudhil, Mr. Solomon:

RE: FAASIQ MOLVI SOLOMON MOOLA

1. I just visited the website " www.sulaimanmoola.co.za ". On this website, there is a video
section :
http://www.sulaimanmoola.co.
za/Video.aspx
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There are videos from 28 October 2010 until 5 July 2015. Some videos are 2 minutes, whilst
others go upto and over 3 hours. It is all the bayaans of Moulana Suliman Moola. It is clear that
he allows himself to be videod! On this website, there are audio downloads and Moulana
Suliman Moola's email address, his 2 books and twitter account is also mentioned there.

2. Search google Images, and one will find the internet full of his pictures. It is clear that he
allows himself to be photographed. Many posters of his tours, programs, and lectures have his
picture on.

3. On facebook, there is a page called "Shaykh Suliman Moola." many of his photos are also
there.

4. Twitter: he has pictures of a cheetah, elephant, bucks, etc. posters of himself are also there
with his picture. He even retweeted a video of himself from the corrupt Canadian organization
known as Mathabah. on June 13, he posted a picture of his orphans tour and wrote : "I am
looking forward to this evening's event with @ IRCanada in Markham. Event starts at at 7 pm
Insha Allah." (some of his haraam pictures are below)

was salaam

(End of letter)

It is essential to abstain from acquiring Deeni knowledge from fussaaq and flagrant fujjaar
whose objective is the pursuit of worldly and nafsaani goals under Islamic guise. These
miscreant molvis such as Mr. Solomon Moola and Reverend Abraham Bham are prime
specimens of shaitaaniyat and nafsaaniyat, for they utilize and mis-manipulate the Deen to
achieve their nefarious objectives which are monetary, name, fame. This is the precise reason
for publicizing their snouts on television and by video, and by means of the zina social media,
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etc.

These agents of Iblees will always be found in the worst of places striving for the limelight to
project their name to gain some cheap, shaitaani fame. In the process of their pernicious
pursuits they ruthlessly mutilate the Shariah and the Sunnah of Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi
wasallam).

It is not permissible to listen to the lectures of such agents of shaitaan who subtly mislead
people with their oratory. They are jaahil as far as the Deen is concerned. But with their glib
tongues anointed with shaitaani poison, they adorn their speech to bamboozle the ignorant and
the unwary. Thus, they come fully within the stricture stated in the Qur’aanic aayat:

“So have We made for every Nabi enemies from human devils and jinn devils.

They whisper to one another deceptive statements of adornment.

……. Leave them and that (falsehood) which they fabricate.”
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The satanic duo – Reverend Bham and Mr. Solomon – has thoroughly exposed themselves for
what they actually are. Their antics confirm that they are marketing the wares of Iblees to
misguide Muslims. It is therefore not permissible to offer an ear to their talks of misguidance.
The effect of the lectures of the agents of Iblees are greatly detrimental. Their talks subtly
corrode Imaan and ruin Akhlaaq. They desensitize people regarding the Haqq of the Deen.
Their public indulgence in fisq and fujoor is designed by Iblees to neutralize Muslim inhibition to
haraam. Haraam has, therefore, become palatable, respectable and acceptable to Muslims.

Since the licence for fisq and fujoor provided by these mudhilleen is appeasing for the
gratification of the nafs of the ignorant masses, these agents of Iblees find the ground fertile for
dancing to the tune of the gallery. Many innocent members of the community are misled by the
deeni rhetoric of the reverend Bham and Mr. Solomon. They treat the Ahkaam of the Shariah as
dirt and rubbish. Their very Imaan is dangling on a flimsy threat, and perhaps it has already
been extinguished.

Hadhrat Muhammad Ibn Seereen (Rahmatullah alayh), the illustrious Taabi’ee, who was the
companion/student of Hadhrat Anas Bin Maalik (Radhiyallahu anhu) said:

“Verily, this Knowledge is the Deen. Therefore, look from whom you acquire your
Deen.” (Narrated by Muslim)

It is imperative to acquire the Deen from only Udool and Thiqaat (uprighteous, just, pious Men
of the Sunnah).

14 Rabiul Awwal 1437 (25 December 2015)
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